All India Press Release
“New Indian Parliament May Host Robots As Future MPs”- Global ‘AI’ Thought
Leader Mr Sumant Parimal
10th Dec. 2020, New Delhi
Chief Analyst of ‘5 Jewels Research’ , Mr. Sumant Parimal, a Globally recognized ‘AI’ (Artificial
Intelligence) thought leader, has said that the New Indian Parliament Building May Host Robots As
Future M.Ps. , so its design and facilities should be structured keeping in mind deployment of
emerging Technologies like ‘AI’ and ‘Robotics’. In a message released today on a historic day for India
when PM Modi laid foundation stones of ‘New Building of Indian Parliament’, Mr Sumant Parimal
said “Today is a historic day for India as new Indian Parliament building project started construction.
This new Parliament building should meet aspirations of the people in terms of real time views and
ideas representations inside the Parliament. And this is possible by use of modern Technologies like
‘AI’ and ‘Robotics’ , which are capable of processing in real time views and aspirations of Indian
people, making true democracy to be incorporated in the new Parliament. For that our Govt. and
our Legislation should be ready to incorporate Robotics in the new Parliament in such a way, that in
future it may be possibility that robots to be also authorized and recognized as representative for
people’s voice, opinion and aspirations”.
“So our M.Ps. (Member of Parliaments) may have to work along with the Robots like what human
being already doing in shop floors and factories where Robots are already working with the human
workforce. So in similar ways, our new Parliament building should have all facilities to host Robots
may be as future M.Ps.. This is the future” Mr Sumant said further.
Adding further Mr Sumant Parimal Said “It may happen that the people’s wishes will be reflected by
these Robots, it may happen that these Robots fetches in real time what all going on in various
constituencies, and what are the peoples problems, and to prepare a draft for discussion in
Parliament and to prepare and assist our MPs in getting insights of the people’s problems and what
are the various solutions. They may help M.Ps. to identify future way outs. So a Co-BOT
(Collaborative Robot) in Indian Parliament is inventible sooner or later. So my opinion here to the
Project Ownership team is to build a parliament which is suitably accommodative towards future
Technologies like ‘AI’ and Robotics”.
End of Press Releases
Video Message of Mr. Sumant Parimal is available on https://youtu.be/kVCn-kEiCew
Profile of our Chief Analyst Mr. Sumant Parimal can be accessed on www.sumant.innogress.com
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